Eat, Pray, Die (An Eat, Pray, Die Humorous Mystery Book 1)
**Synopsis**

A fresh and funny romantic mystery about a witty, down-to-earth heroine with a job you’ve never seen before... Being an undercover poison taster for the rich and famous might sound glamorous, but for Isobel Avery it means stomaching bad clients and even worse coffee. The one side of the job that lives up to expectations is the money. Which is just as well for Izzy, since she needs an awful lot of it. Who knew when she made a lifelong commitment to a man that it would be one year living with him and the rest of her life paying for it? But even her scoundrel ex-husband doesn't look so bad compared to her new client. He's competent, condescending, and annoyingly attractive, and Izzy doesn't know whether to sleep with him or poison him herself. Throw in a loan shark, a nosy neighbor, and a murder attempt, and Izzy will have her work cut out for her. If you like fast-paced, feel-good humorous mysteries with an intelligent heroine and a generous dash of romance, you’ll love this new series. Tuck yourself into your favorite spot and join Izzy on her first adventure!
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**Customer Reviews**

I absolutely love Eat, Pray, Die by Chelsea Field, Book 1 of the Eat, Pray, Die Humorous Mystery
Eat, Pray, Die has an original and hugely interesting plot about a woman, Isobel Avery, trying to get a job as a poison taster, working for a classified organization known as the Taste Society. The training for the position of "Shade" (Taste Society poison taster) is extensive and grueling: "We'd had to taste every known poison, by itself and in a variety of foods, to memorize the subtleties of its unique scent and flavor. We'd also had to forgo the antidote so we'd be able to recognize the distinctive symptoms. Some things can't be learned by textbook. Some things can only be learned by subjecting yourself to eight months of stomach cramps, projectile vomiting, and diarrhea." Isobel's first assignment as a Shade is to pose as client Connor Stiles' girlfriend, sticking close by his side in public and tasting all of his food before he does. Connor is a 36 year old millionaire with a PI license, who works in "Private Security and Investigation." Izzy discovers that there's a twist to this assignment (which I am unable to disclose — spoiler). I can say that's where the murder attempt occurs. I was hooked from the very beginning by Izzy. She's a fantastic character — realistic, funny, engaging, likable, and very caring. I have a lot more favorite passages, but they occur after the assignment twist in Eat, Pray, Die, and I don't want to spoil it for you. Eat, Pray, Die by Chelsea Field is a fun, fast read. The action is told in first person by Izzy. She has a great supporting cast: â€¢ Roommate Oliver (and his cat Meow), an English ex-pat who's not a big fan of the Queen.
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